. Looks at the ways different classes take their entertainment, putting a case for what theatre could be doing for the populace instead of walking itself up in subsidised fortresses for the well to do. America, Samuel French Publishing, 1987. Indispensable addition to any scriptwriting library, this is a mustread for every writer. Concentrates on the rewriting process and offers methods to help the writer craft tighter, stronger and more workable scripts. Detailed advice includes listings on the best websites to research for particular topics -from serial killers or CSI facts to historical research or character development, or how to find a reputable script consultant or screenplay competition or agent -to listings of production companies and marketing and selling your script using the net. The plays have their origins in New Zealand 'myths'. Duncum, who has twice won the Chapman Tripp Award for Best New Play, currently co-ordinates the Masters in Scriptwriting at Victoria University.
CONTENTS
. Practical guidelines and step-by-step techniques on writing good screenplays. Looks at first ten pages of scripts, collaborative writing, adaptation and marketing.
Field, Syd. Selling a Screenplay. (Ref. 9565) New York, Dell Publishing, 1994 . Deals with what sells, who to sell it to, how to pitch it, how to market it, where to market it and how to deal with agents and lawyers in Hollywood. Company, 1996 . Great characterisation drives great screenplays. This book focuses on how to create emotionally complex characters. The plays have their origins in New Zealand 'myths'. Duncum, who has twice won the Chapman Tripp Award for Best New Play, currently co-ordinates the Masters in Scriptwriting at Victoria University.
Horseplay presents a hypothetical meeting between novelist Ronald Hugh Morrieson and poet James K Baxter in Hawera in 1972 as they share the stage with the back end of a horse.
In Flipside four men confront the elements, each other and themselves during the 119 days adrift in the overturned Rose-Noelle.
Trick of the Light -two generations, and the long shadow of the Arthur Allan Thomas case. A brother and sister bring their mother's ashes to a motel room that hasn't been opened for three decades. The biggest misconception about the movie business is that the movie is more important than the business." Levison specialises in business plan packaging and venture capital financing. She wrote the business plan for The Blair Witch Project. While this is a practical how-to-write-a-business-plan guide for moviemakers wanting to set up their own production company, it's just as useful for writers because hey, it can only be beneficial to appreciate where you fit into the producer's scheme of things. Barclays says: "I believe -passionately, as it happens -that it is possible to share with other peoples our own works and be given opportunities to enjoy their works in return. We cannot afford to be light-headed about it though, for experience teaches us that, when moving as artists into the Indigenous world, we may unwittingly be the occasion of significant hurt. With a little respect and understanding, we can avoid that." Horseplay presents a hypothetical meeting between novelist Ronald Hugh Morrieson and poet James K Baxter in Hawera in 1972 as they share the stage with the back end of a horse.
Trick of the Light -two generations, and the long shadow of the Arthur Allan Thomas case. A brother and sister bring their mother's ashes to a motel room that hasn't been opened for three decades. An NZWG member and school teacher has written this practical workbook for teens and adults with a focus on increasing your confidence and self esteem.
Smith, Paul. Revolution in the Air! (Ref. 9803) Auckland, Longman Press, 1996. "Broadcasting and politics were probably made for each other somewhere in a heavenly marriage. They're both reality and illusion, smoke and mirrors." (Richard Wald, ABC News Executive)
RADIO WRITING
Ash, William. The Way to Write Radio Drama. London, Elm Tree Books, 1985. Discusses plot, theme, character and dialogue and how they are used effectively in radio drama. Gives practical advice on preparing and submitting scripts.
Laufer, Peter. Inside Talk Radio. Birch Lane Press, 1995. This is a behind the scenes look at and history of the carnival-like business that is talk shows and talk back radio. Release your own film on DVD with this step-by-step guide that walks you through the most complex aspects of production and provides detailed information to create a DVD that will sell. Our reviewers say: "The Complete DVD Book is a must-read for filmmakers without distribution or anyone wanting to make their own DVDs." Our review
Freelance Writing
Day, Marele. The Art of Self-Promotion: Successful Promotion by Writers. Allen and Unwin, Sydney 1993. Practical and useful advice that offers writers the skills and confidence to promote their work and so increase their earnings. McAlpine's easy to read text "illuminates the twilight zone between web design and traditional business writing. This fun and practical guide is crammed with expert advice on how to make online content readable, usable, findable, accessible, and credible." All true -we highly recommend it, especially to anyone wanting to create a successful website.
Writing for Children
Nilsson, Eleanor. 
MOVIES -NZ Shorts (Video and/or Script)
The Girl In the Lay-by written by Denise Whittaker. Nominated for BAFTA Award 2000. "Coll works on a hot dog stall in the Scottish highlands and dreams of building a new life in New York. When an old man she meets talks about travels across the world with his Annie, Coll is captivated. 'You get your moment -and it's gone': two lives and a welter of imagination encapsulated in a gentle 10 minutes" (Daily Telegraph).
Hold the Anchovies -Animated 5 min short written and directed by Barry Duffield. DVD only. "There's no such thing as a free pizza. An animated political satire centred around the US conflict with Iraq, utilizing characters representing the current and past Presidencies of the US and their various responses to the conflict." 2004. Warm Gun written by Stephen Batt. (Video plus script). Wayne's the new guy in the office but he's not trying to make any friends. So Roger's a bit suspicious when he drops by after work. By the time Wayne leaves, Roger's in the frame -without an alibi. But he does have a motive, and a gun with his prints all over it. And the cops are on the way! -Warm Gun is a tale of evil intent, suspense, guilt and humour -but no morals.
MOVIES -Television (Videos) NZ Movies
Coalface written by Jon Coutts. Video plus script. A 48 minute TV drama for TVNZ Montana Theatre.
Trifecta. TVNZ Montana Theatre Productions. TVNZ. 
